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ABSTRACT


This report was written based on the internship program at Ganesa Library, Sukoharjo, from 14 January to 14 February 2017. The objectives of this report are to elaborate the process of translating English children storybooks and to discuss about the problems faced during translating the storybooks and to find the solution of those problems.

There are two activities namely main activity and secondary activity. The main activity was translating English children storybook into Bahasa Indonesia. There were seven steps applied in translating English children storybook namely choosing the storybook, translating the storybook, proofreading the translation, printing the translation, cutting the box of translation, sticking the box of translation into the storybook, and labeling the storybook. There were also some problems faced during translation process, which were adjusting the translation to the children, lacking of English vocabulary and idiom, and finding the match of onomatopoeia. For the secondary activity was participating in some activities held by Ganesa Library, there were Ganesa English Speaking (GES), Ganesa Reading Community (GRC), and Storytelling. There were also some problems faced during secondary activity, which were: finding interesting topic for GES, getting children attention in storytelling and teaching them to sing and dance the icebreaker song.
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